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ABOUT
DREAM NATION

Inspired by Martin Luther King’s dynamic speech ‘I have a dream’, 
which celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2013, DREAM NATION was 
a new multi-platform arts project designed specifically for 
communities across South West England. 

The project was created and produced by Tangle, South West 
England’s African Caribbean theatre company. 

DREAM NATION encouraged a wide range of people to explore, 
through creative activities, the ‘soul force’ of Dr King’s speech, 
subsequently creating their own haiku inspired by his vision for 
change. 

Haikus created by students, children, adults and families in each 
county were displayed on a travelling installation, alongside public 
performances by Tangle Company of newly commissioned poems 
and songs inspired by ‘I Have A Dream’. The haikus are now 
published as a collection in this book. 

In Dr King’s words, DREAM NATION encouraged people of all kinds 
‘to come together and sing with new meaning’, exploring how he 
faced the issues he spoke of in 1963, and examining  how we’re 
challenged by them today, in the rural South West. 

…come together and 
sing with new meaning
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POETRY AND HAIKUS 
From four counties 
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DEVON
Castle Primary 
School, Tiverton

DEVON /TIVERTON HIGH SCHOOL 110214

I love green ice cream
When it is very minty
It makes my mouth cold
Dominika

What I want to have
Is faith in the world
Dylan

I have got a dream
I have got a dream today
To be very calm 
Darcie 

Together in the ocean
Together in a valley
Walking down a path
Happiness inside
Megan 

>> ><

Castle Primary School
I have learnt that a man called Martin Luther 
King changed the world by giving a speech and 
that you shouldn’t make fun of people with 
black skin … because they are just like you. I’ve 
had fun today!

Next group

Next county
HOME

Previous group

Previous county



DEVON
Castle Primary 
School, Tiverton

Today I walked down interesting 
paths
I walked into the light
Tamara

I have faith in you
We use to be together
In the deep valley
Max 

I like to dream 
I really like to dream big
I dream big today
Larry

I have a dream now
I really like have a dream now
I have justice dream 
Kieran

I climbed a mountain
A sure tall mountain too
Yes a big mountain 
Logan

I like the ocean
I would like to swim in it
Oh yes I would do
Chloe

Go to an island
Where everyone has freedom 
Amelia 

My dream is to swim
To swim across the ocean blue
Relaxing all day 
Isabel

>> ><

Next group

Next county
HOME

Previous group

Previous county



DEVON
Castle Primary 
School, Tiverton

Look at the ocean 
There is a happy island
Do not make it bad
Scarlett

I am light and bright
I am as light as a star.
I’m bright like snow white. 
Harvey 

I want to be free
I really want to be free
I have freedom now. 
Eliot 

I am in freedom 
I am not a captive now
I can’t make it bad
Ellen 

>> ><

Next group

Next county
HOME

Previous group

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

I love my dreams
My dream is to act a play 
It is a great play 
Ethan

My dream has come true
I had a nightmare last night 
Fight is also life
Billy 

My dream has come true
Nightmares are not that pleasant 
I already cook.
Kymira

I have a great dream 
I have a fantastic dream 
It was life changing 
Dino 

>> ><

Heathcoat Primary School
I enjoyed every activity we did and how we 
worked together as a team. We got to work 
together and we got to write a poem. I would 
like to learn more about Martin Luther King. 

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

We should all be free
We stand together proudly 
And I have a dream 
Eloise

I have freedom day 
We cannot turn back right now 
We shall march tonight. 
Kira

I had a great dream 
We cannot turn back around 
I am scared of dark. 
Connor

I was my dream true
Nightmares are not that pleasant 
I was my dream true
April 

I want my dream true
Nightmares are not very nice 
I want my dream true. 
Abi

My dream is to fight 
I had a nightmare last night 
War is always bad
Mickey

I had a good dream 
Next I had a bad nightmare
Now I’m not dreaming. 
Libby

Let’s go for a walk
We stand together and free
We won’t be captured. 
Madara

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

Equality, now
We will never walk alone
My dream will come true. 
Dhama

We all want freedom
Captivity is no choice 
Let us all be free 
Renee

I want my dream true. 
Nightmares are not that pleasant. 
My dream is now true. 
Courtney 

Freedom one and all 
Captivity is cruelty
Always look ahead
Jack

I had a great dream 
I had an awful nightmare
It was a dark night 
Kai

I want my dream true. 
I really want my dream true. 
Lily is a designer. 
Lily 

Dreams, I wish I had 
In my dreams I have nightmares
Some dreams are quite nice. 
Chloe 

Freedom is the best 
Captivity is the worst
Always feel the good. 
Anonymous

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

Stars create a light
Darkness is like a nightmare
Never walk alone
Polly 

I went Dream Nation 
Now there were no nightmares 
there, I had a cat called Phoebe
Chloe

My island was bare 
Oceans are calm in summer 
The oceans were bare. 
Bethany

Soon I will be free 
Maybe I won’t be free now 
Charlie

>> ><

Heathcoat Primary School
I enjoyed the variety of activities that allowed 
you to express yourself. I now want equality and 
for everybody to feel safe. 

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

I walk today 
I am sitting in the class
I am sat outside 
Tilly 

Batman ate the island 
Batman drank the ocean for lunch
Batman was soon full 
Louie

I had a nightmare
I had a good dream last night 
Walking alone is not the answer 
Amber

I ate a mountain
I walked in a valley 
I fell on my face. 
Daniel

Walking is used lots
Sitting around is not good 
Running club is fun 
Bethany

Josh climbed a mountain 
Being trapped is very bad
You are never alone
Regan

Walking is healthy
Running club is on Mondays 
Tag rugby is fun 
Libby

I like freedom now
Trapped is my nightmare always 
Trapped and freedom is okay
Oliver

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Heathcoat Primary 
School, Tiverton

Dylan climbed a mountain 
Freedom is amazing 
Anonymous

It takes a long time
Time is no longer near now 
Josh 

The time was ticking 
My watch was timeless today 
Tilly

I walk every day
I go running on Mondays 
Running is quite fun 
Kelsey

Freedom is the life
Being trapped is death, sometimes
You are never alone
Jade 

Walk to freedom 
Daniel was trapped the mountain 
Josh saw the light time 
Rhys

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
St Johns Catholic 
Primary School

What I want to do 
Is to ride up a mountain
And fite for freedom 
Caitlin

What I always do 
What I always always do
Is swim very fast
Luca

March for civil rights
Segregation must stop now
We want civil rights 
Josh

I’m having a dream 
About cricket, bowlers, batsmen
It’s about cricket
Samuel

>> ><

St John’s Catholic Primary School
I loved the workshop it was amazing. My 
thought for change is that everyone – and I 
mean everyone – can be treated the same. 

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
St Johns Catholic 
Primary School

Civil rights are good. 
Dreams can come true at times 
Freedom is awesome
Lewis 

Oceans big and small 
Valleys, mountains and lush hills 
Free for everyone 
Arabella

What I want to do
Is to daydream all day long 
With happy around 
Grace

We need to stand strong 
We need to work hard as one
We need to forgive 
Erin

Martin Luther King 
Martin Luther King is nice
Martin Luther King 
Dylan

Every mountainside
Shall always be amazing 
We fight for our rights 
Hal

The valleys are here 
We march to our freedom here
The time has been won
Julia

What I dream about
What I really dream about
Is having world peace
Jake

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
St Johns Catholic 
Primary School

I have dreams about 
Wonderous equality
I’ll march to freedom 
Ben

I have a dream of
Marching, freedom, valleys and
Equality too 
Max

Freedom is awesome
Let freedom rain on us all 
Civil rights matter!
Paul

I have a good dream 
To make everyone happy
I have a good dream 
Chloe

What I want to do 
Is to look at you and smile 
All this whole world while 
Rosie

What I want to do 
Is to see a valley view
That’s what I most want. 
Molly

We need to have fun 
We need to unite the world 
We need to forget
Erin

We will flee from here 
Our cause will never falter 
So long as we live 
Jo

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
St Johns Catholic 
Primary School 

We work for fair life
Equality is our fruit
So let’s move forward
Joe

What I do at school
What I’d like to do at school 
Be strong like Martin Luther 
Kai

I want a dream but
I don’t know what that could be
What could that dream be? 
Gregory

I have a good dream 
To make everyone equal 
I have a good dream 
Holly

The ocean is free 
I know what’s right for me 
Don’t ever give up 
Julia

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Tiverton High School 

Extermination
You never lived here at all
A goal for haters
Mr Nderitu

Rosa parked and sat
Martin walked Obama ran
Will you fly today?
Mr Nderitu

To walk on the earth
To have a dream in the light
To have unity
Anonymous

I once had a dream
It was my favourite dream 
Where I ate whipped cream 
Matt

>> ><

Tiverton High School, Year 10 
I enjoyed everything. It was all brilliant. I loved 
it all and I learnt that opposite colour people 
are nice. I have learnt about team work, the 
world, and equality. 

The workshop taught me things I didn’t know 
before. I feel uplifted! Come back soon… 

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Tiverton High School 

I had a good dream 
I had a very dark night
My dream’s to cure people 
Anonymous

I have a nice dream 
My nice dream is to help
More sick animals 
Anonymous

I want liberty
Liberty for all people
Hopefully real soon
Anonymous

Down in the valley
With a lake running through it
Surrounded by trees
Katie

In the sky light shines
Down below the darkness creeps
Soon it will be black
Katie

I have a great dream
This great dream is wonderful
To unite people
Alizee

Life is very dark
Why can’t it be light and joy? 
I wish it would change. 
Alizee

Life should be rainbows
All the time, light not darkness
This is my great dream 
Alizee

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Tiverton High School

To walk in the light
Never frozen in the dark 
Freedom in my mind
Jessica

We dream a dark dream 
Let’s live a life of freedom 
Let’s dance in the light 
William

We all dream of light
But we can be in darkness
So we need more light 
Ethan

I have a good dream 
To climb a big mountain 
To find light and dark 
Jess

Equality me 
My name is Ryan James Vaughan
My good dream came true
Ryan

Time goes very fast
I had a really good dream 
The valleys are big 
Molly

I had a good dream 
Time is ticking very fast
You light up the world
Poppy

I had a good dream 
The hounds of justice are back 
Welcome to death valley! 
Reece

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Tiverton High School 

Don’t rely on hope. 
The valley in the mountain.
The light is too bright. 
Hayley

I had a bad dream 
Everyone should be the same 
My bad dream came true
James

Time always flies by 
But we can always make time 
Time always flies by 
Ethan

I have a bad dream. 
One day I had a good dream
We march as a team. 
Finn

I hope you enjoy 
Please can you take it from me
I hope you come again
Joseph

When I sleep I dream
We usually climb mountains
The valley is dark 
Lucy

I am a dreamer
When day break dawns we are 
free
We turn the light on 
Gabby

I wish for a dream 
We usually climb mountains
The valley is dark
Vita

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



DEVON
Tiverton High School

Justice will be done
Justice will be done today
Light is the power
Guy

I hope that I dream 
When daybreak dawn we are free
We turn the lights on 
Holly

A cat has four legs
A fish is very fishy 
A valley is deep
Anonymous

A valley is big
Fishes are very scaly
A dog has four legs
Anonymous

My name is Bradley
We don’t want to be captured
We all want freedom 
Bradley

I wish I had time
I really wish I had time
Time is what I need
Erin

I want unity 
I really want unity
All across the world
Keilen

Don’t hide in the dark
Banette and Gengar are great 
Decide your own fate
Anon

Dark is terrible
We need more light to be free
We all dream of this
Josh

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group
HOME

Previous county



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Families workshop

Tonight opened my eyes 
And when I closed them again
Dreamt of times changing 
Michael Johnson, Wellington 

Making small changes 
Can make a big difference 
Everyone counts
Crabtree family, Wellington 

Everyone has a dream 
Not everyone’s dreams come true 
But you need to dream. 
Charley, Emma and Paul

Enjoying tonight 
Dreading, leaving out tonight 
But all will be well. 
Gui Bento, Wellington

>> ><

Court Fields Community School Families 
workshop 
Tangle has been an inspiration to Court Fields 
students and parents alike. Support this 
company. Inspirational! Thank you for bringing 
families together. . . 

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Families workshop

Tonight in this place 
At this time 
Change has come to Court Fields 
Paul (Josh’s dad), Wellington 

I love chocolate 
I want to stop eating it 
That is my dream! 
Karen, Wellington

Love is happiness 
World fighting leads to hatred 
We can change our world 
Daisy, Wellington 

Pain and imprisoned
Marching together for hope 
Fighting for freedom 
Rhys, Wellington 

The world is changing 
Do not forget yesterday 
In tomorrow’s plans 
Lottie, Wellington 

Bring change to the world 
You start by looking within
Change the heart of man 
Micaela Sellick, Wellington 

Determination 
And a touch of ambition 
Makes for a good life 
Izzy, Wellington 

Dilly this is unfair 
Why did I clean your room today? 
We should do it together
Adele, Wellington 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Families workshop

This evening became 
Tangle showed us what to do 
Now we know the way 
Brad’s dad, Wellington 

After war comes peace 
But sometimes it never ends
Bring hope, live the dream 
Sarah, Wellington 

My family I love 
They give me great hope for life 
We are all as one
Charlotte and Cathy Russell

We need to have respect 
Follow your dream. 
War never brings honesty
Nicolas, Wellington

Imprisonment 
Justice and equality 
Let there be freedom 
Mark, Sharon and Emily

I have worked hard 
Lots of cake in my workplace 
Ministry of cake! 
Ellie, Wellington 

Earn respect daily 
I will give you all my love 
Together we can change 
Susan, Wellington 

War harms everyone 
Peace is fruitful for us all 
Why can’t it happen? 
Ferrari family, Wellington 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington 

When does love become 
Hate in a nightmare then scream 
A dream may be not seen. 
Jack, Wellington 

Yesterday was war
But sometime in the future
We will be as one
Bethany, Wellington 

Freedom and victory
But hope and wish, trapped and 
despair
Hope and nightmare
Charlotte, Wellington 

Nightmares are traps but
Freedom is a victory 
Togetherness brings hope 
Chloe, Wellington

>> ><

Court Fields Community School (Year 10)
I enjoyed the different multi-cultural songs and 
all the activities. It was different for me because 
I hardly ever see other black people in this area 
and it was nice to see some. . . 

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington 

Light gives you the might 
Darkness is what makes you 
scared
So light gives you might 
Kane, Wellington 

Change is on and on
Freedom is but the same and
Needs hope to tangle 
Kayleigh, Wellington 

You had a dream one day 
You had a nightmare
Everyone has a dream 
Brad, Wellington 

Justice is success
Imprisonment is failure 
Freedom is amazing.
Matt, Wellington

Justice, freedom
Discrimination 
Freedom rules over it. 
Emily, Wellington 

A victory is 
Equality and justice 
For everyone. 
Becky, Wellington 

Loving to hatred
Loneliness or together 
Deceit to victories 
Rhys, Sampford Arundel

When a dream is real 
A nightmare is soon to follow it
But hope is always there 
Amy, Wellington 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington

From a bad nightmare
A brand new dream has been 
made
Now there is light 
Adele (Dilly), Wellington 

Determination 
Don’t ever give up to power
You won’t have nothing 
Isabel, Wellington 

Dreams can become true
But only if you are willing 
And there will be light 
Vincent, Wellington 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington

There is dream and hope
Also there is a nightmare
But there will be hope 
Paulius, Lithuania /Wellington 

Time is trapped in space with faith 
Faithlessness is not faith
Corruption is not justice 
Ellie, Wellington 

We all want freedom 
But we feel trapped inside
We want to room roam free 
Emma, Ireland/Wellington 

I watched her die quick 
I watched him survive the pain
I stood still watching 
Jack, Wellington

>> ><

Court Fields Community School (Year 10)
I enjoyed learning in a new way. My vision for 
change is for people to treat others equally and 
not care about their sexuality or race but see 
them as a personality trait and not a person 
with a stereotype. 

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington

Freedom hope justice 
Dark light freedom justice 
Freedom hope justice
Haegan, Wellington 

We change we grow but
With no regret we are all equal 
Hope and believe and dream 
Nikita, Wellington 

Trapped out of freedom 
Filled with despair, fades away 
Like no one ever cared. 
Ellie, Wellington 

Life should be freedom 
Death are like dark feathers 
We should be free like clean 
feathers 
Kyusu, Wellington 

Hope is not silenced 
Freedom is time mixed up 
Ending is the dream 
Jessica, Wellington 

Darkness hurt me but 
I dreamt of hope and then we
Changed. No more despair. 
Josh, Wellington 

Free but imprisoned 
Justice is equality
Hope but despair 
Plamen, Bulgaria /Wellington

Freedom is our light 
Justice is equality 
The light is our hope 
David, Taunton 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Court Fields 
Community School, 
Wellington

You can have good dreams 
That can changes into nightmares 
But you can stop that 
Kaitlyn, Wellington

Trapped in a tower
Lost searching for the pure 
Light of freedom 
Emma, Taunton 

I had dreams but now 
I have nightmares. I had time
Now I have dead space 
Gui, Langford Budville

Nightmares lost in life 
Dreams become life’s best friend
Not all hope is lost 
Charlotte, Wellington 

Change is forever 
Static never lasts in life 
Hope and dreams will live 
Ashleigh, Wellington

Freedom became caged 
And hopefulness was careless
Change was happening 
Maria, Wellington 

Freedom is the sunrise 
We were captive in our sleep 
But now we walk free 
Lottie, Wellington 

Alliances form 
The dividing gaps will close
All will see as one 
Lottie, Wellington 

We all long for love
But hatred fills up our heart 
We’re alone! Apart! 
Becky, Wellington 

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Hamp Academy, 
Bridgwater

I would do it all
I would only eat pudding
If I was a girl 
Bethany

I want to be rich
I was to spend money too
My name is Liam 
Liam

My eye is on you
I want a fast car OK
Eye is not on you
Kian

I want to be rich
So do Levi and Kian 
When we rob a bank!
Colan

>> ><

The Hamp Acdemy
I wish they could stay all day! My best time 
today. I will remember that they are South 
African, like me. 

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Hamp Academy, 
Bridgwater

It is time care spreads
My life is back where it stood
Don’t give up, my dear. 
Ayse

My dream is to dance
My dream is for gymnastics 
My dream is for pups
Lily

I want to beatbox
I don’t want to be boring 
My name is Rybon
Rybon

I want my dad back
I want him back by my side
I love him so much 
Ellie

I do want to change 
I want to own a squirrel 
But I’m not allowed. 
Jonathan

If I was a child
I would eat all of my food 
And all my pudding. 
Ashlee

My dream makes me cry
My dream makes everyone care
My dream makes best of my 
friendships
Aisha

My dream makes me sing 
My hope really makes me cry 
I can see my dreams 
Sinead

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Hamp Academy, 
Bridgwater

Hope gave me bright light 
Never give up, I’ll go on 
I’m sadness for life. 
Sinead 

Swimming is the best 
I really don’t want to drown 
My dream is to win. 
Gracie

I want to travel 
I don’t want to stay at home 
I see unity.
Reanna

The whales came to me 
Whales are greater as well 
Me too, I am great 
Charlie

I am good as well 
No-one understands me though 
No-one else is me. 
Charlie

The whales came at day 
The darkness is so lonely 
But whales like the sea 
Keira

The light shines brightly 
As brightly as a street lamp 
The dark is as dark 
Taryn

I see that I’m loved 
I am sometimes hated too 
I am full of joy 
Taryn

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Hamp Academy, 
Bridgwater

The light is so bright 
Dark is grey and powerful 
The light is so neat 
Georgia 

Dreams are very nice 
Nightmares are very scary 
Dreams are also good 
Georgia

The whales come at night 
The sun shines bright in the sky 
At night it is dark 
Katie

I like horseriding
It is the best thing ever
It is so much fun. 
Lucy

The ocean is blue
The whales are in there 
somewhere 
Why don’t you go see? 
Lucy

The ocean is blue 
The  ocean makes you turn blue 
The ocean sparkles 
Heather & Angel

Faith is important 
It brings unity and light 
I always have faith 
Miss Pearce

Dream forever, child. 
For darkness is frightening 
And dreams are the light 
Miss Pearce

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Hamp Academy, 
Bridgwater

The dark will be there
But the light will be there too 
We should have the rights 
Molly

We should have the faith 
The world will always be there 
Someone will be there 
Molly

Do not be ashamed 
You have not done any wrong 
Equality – yay! 
Molly

Poor people freedom 
Yesterday I had a dream 
For justice for all 
Jakob

I want Snorcal back 
He used to cheer me up lots 
I want Snorcal back 
Willow, London 

If I was a kid 
I would do everything right 
I don’t have to eat my tea! 
Siobhan

What I have achieved 
What I really have achieved
Is to be great
Kierah

I want to be rich 
I do not want to be poor 
So just give me more! 
Levi 

My dream gave me life 
My hope showed me love and 
light 
I stood there; I care 
Anonymous

>> ><

Next group

Next county

Previous group

Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Princess Theatre & 
Arts Centre, 
Burnham-on-Sea

Woman as equal 
Tries mixing eggs and flour
The batter still sticks.
Selina, Burnham-on-Sea

Statistics, tables, goals, grades 
Who can spell freedom? 
Selina, Burnham-on-Sea 

The hand of freedom 
Unites the chains of despair 
And lets in the light 
Sarah, Langport

Flatholme was in sight 
Something cast a long shadow
The tide had gone out 
Sarah, Langport

>> ><

Princess Theatre, Burnham on Sea 
Rich listening, rich interacting. How great to 
play and explore in my local town. Somerset has 
so much to offer – we need more experiences 
like these! Come back please…

Next group

Next county
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Previous county
HOME



SOMERSET
Princess Theatre & 
Arts Centre, 
Burnham-on-Sea

I wish I could float 
No push, thrash and ring my voice 
To say what I mean 
Mark, Crewkerne

Free range words release 
Imprisoned prejudices
Into the open 
Mark, Crewkerne

Still of the stone hand 
Windbreak of the green tree limb 
A stone is still a tree 
Lewis, Loxton

Dream is the caught leaf 
Sand there, a tempest of the here 
Leaf leaves the glass hand 
Lewis, Loxton

Bravely we walk on
Although we still are fragile
Patience is the key
Msimisi, Swaziland

Proudly I will speak
Broken though I am right now
Still I must go on
Msimisi, Swaziland

Wonderfully here
Soon to be taken away
Of that we have fear
Msimisi, Swaziland

Gorgeous soul I see
Demon though you are to me
Love is not for we 
Msimisi, Swaziland

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Princess Theatre & 
Arts Centre, 
Burnham-on-Sea

Time is here for now
Though it will be dead and gone
Live free once again
Msimisi, Swaziland

Tearless pain for now 
Trust me that will soon be gone
Martin Luther King.
Msimisi, Swaziland

Behold Tomorrow
Yesterday is clearly gone
Change is gonna come.
Msimisi, Swaziland

Now and then we fear
Faith is the one cure for all
We say ‘bye’ to fear.
Msimisi, Swaziland

In the dark valley 
Daybreak now, time for justice
Time for hope and dreams
Jo, Taunton 

Today we are free 
Tomorrow lifting our heads 
We build the future 
Jo, Taunton 

Unsatisfied love 
Then with a placard, loving 
Hands grip other hands 
Jo, Taunton 

Dressed up in despair 
You bought me a well but suit 
Smarter than daybreak 
Jo, Taunton 

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Some people have dreams 
Though some people have 
nightmares
But everyone sleeps. 
Olly, Somerset 

Freedom is a dream 
Captive in reality 
Segregation, is. 
Jamie, Crewkerne

Darkness is still here 
But the light will come again 
Patiently I wait 
Maisie, Crewkerne

Believe in world peace 
Some day will come around 
Never stop praying.
Izzy, Ilminster

>> ><

Wadham School, Year 10
Amazing. Interesting. I would now like to 
change the way people see things. 
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Have hope for dreams 
Despair, a constant nightmare 
Justice, yet is justice 
Phoebe, Ilminster

I once had a dream 
It turned into a nightmare 
That’s reality. 
Lydia, Crewkerne

Independent, no. 
Imprisoned, separated,
Respected by none
Amaran, Crewkerne

Freedom is needed
For everybody to love 
And to get along 
Charlotte, Crewkerne

Have hope and faith now 
Nightmares will not be over 
Just keep believing 
Sarah, Ilminster

Respect meets challenge 
Every dream is a nightmare
Hate will end in love 
Anonymous, Crewkerne

Oppression reigns freely
Freedom rests within our minds 
We, our own captives 
Alfie, Merriott

Dreams are justice right 
Only nightmares are in sight 
Stand, liberated 
Kit, Misterton

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Justice for equals 
Inequality nightmares 
Free from slavery 
Adam, Crewkerne

A lack of respect 
Overshow of disrespect 
Dream of constant change 
Tom, Crewkerne

Darkness surrounds me 
Light tortures me with its evil 
dreams 
Hope falls through the town 
Lewis, Crewkerne

Dreams can change us now 
Nightmares haunt us every day 
People deserve rights
Brandon, Crewkerne

People need freedom 
People are slaving away 
Change needed now 
Brandon, Crewkerne

Our dreams are for hope, change 
To always look for hope 
For the thoughts he spoke 
Billy, Merriott

This isn’t a dream 
This is a living nightmare 
People do have rights 
Ryan, Crewkerne

This is not a dream 
A nightmare is waiting to rise 
May faith live through this 
Shannon, Chard 
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

This is not a dream 
This is a living nightmare 
The days of judgment 
Kaitlin, Ilminster

A change ends fighting 
Change came out of injustice 
Turned into hope 
Lauren, Merriott

Fighting needs to stop 
So that happiness can bloom 
Then we are equal 
Sonia, Barrington 

Freedom is wanted 
Reality is the nightmare 
We stand together 
George, Crewkerne

Determination 
Will never fade to nothing 
If we stand as one
Carmel, Crewkerne

The neglect of justice 
Comes from reaping injustice 
Utilising foes and friends alike
Will lead to victory and peace for 
all 
Sammi, Crewkerne

I dream that we agree 
Injustice we want gone 
But we agree to disagree 
Baaba, Crewkerne

I’m looking toward
For my life to slowly change
But it will take time 
Jordan, Ilminster

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Respect has changed 
Disrespect is with us now 
Dreams are full of hope 
Willow, Ilminster

Disrespect won’t go 
Respect needs to return here 
I wait patiently. 
Leia, Ilminster

I once had a dream 
Faded by nothing but nightmares
Hope caught me out there 
Charlotte, Crewkerne

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

There is hope at last 
There is always dark in the light 
Changing, yet the same 
Lorna, Crewkerne

Freedom is the light 
Freedom is the mountaintop
Captivity is dark 
Thomas, Ilminster

The power of speech 
From the darkness he brought 
light 
Martin Luther King 
Fred, Crewkerne

Freedom in hope light 
Despair and captivity 
Dreams are for freedom 
Elana, Crewkerne

>> ><

Wadham School , Sixth Form
Very entertaining and friendly. I loved the 
atmosphere. I would like to change how people 
treat each other. 
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Light reflecting hope 
Darkness staining fragile life 
Trapped in fighting cause 
Will, Misterton

Things are different 
Inequality has changed 
Old slaves are now free 
Sam, Yeovil

This is the work of
A man who fought slavery 
Martin Luther King 
Sam, Yeovil

Martin had a dream 
That he wanted to come true
To make all equal 
Lewis, Ilminster

Light in all of us 
Dark only in some of us 
Light overthrows dark 
AJ, Ilminster

To sing is to dance 
Dancing is for everyone 
Therefore we all sing. 
AJ, Ilminster

Into the darkness
Born was a beacon of hope 
Martin Luther King 
Reuben, Crewkerne

I always have hope 
But they took it away and 
I want to be free 
Anonymous, Crewkerne

>> ><
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SOMERSET
Wadham School, 
Crewkerne

Freedom is the light 
Darkness is just so scary 
Contrast dark and light
Carol, Chard 

Daybreak is freedom 
Night time is the slavery 
I am so confused! 
Nina, Crewkerne

Sunset and sunrise 
The time has come for freedom 
Time has come to mix
Ella, Ilminster

Tried change, yet the same 
Darkness has turned into light 
Captive, but equal 
Gaby, Merriott

Martin Luther King 
From the darkness he brought 
light 
His speech became song 
Ollie, Crewkerne

Equality and freedom 
Rights are trapped; inequality 
Speeches break silence 
Will, Misterton

>> ><
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WILTSHIRE
North Wilts 
Community Club 

Now is the time
Now is the time to seek the Lord
The valley is deep 
The mountain is high 
But they have their purpose
Howard, Chippenham 

Change must happen in life
Our world is a beautiful place 
indeed
Have peace as your own goal 
Elaine, Chippenham 

Martin Luther King 
A man of vision and hope
Mindful of all mankind
Yvonne, Chippenham

Faith dispels disbelief
Hope banishes despair
Love overcomes hate
Love overrides hell 
Jean, Chippenham 

Only height is to walk 
A desolate mountain dream 
Lucille, Chippenham 

>> ><

North Wilts Community Club 
This morning I felt a part of the fight for justice 
for all God’s children to be equal. 
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WILTSHIRE
Ordnance House 
Youth Club , 
Tidworth

Justice reborn now 
Before justice stayed the same 
Justice does what’s right 
James, Perham Down 

First there was darkness
But I found the perfect light
It’s so perfect 
Megan, Tidworth

The pink elephant 
But they do not exist
Which is very sad. 
Jade, Tidworth

Martin Luther King
He had a beautiful dream
He dreamed for freedom 
Billy, Perham Down 

>> ><

Ordnance House Youth Club, Tidworth
This workshop was so helpful! Nothing bad, 
nothing sad. Very inspiring, teaches you about 
the changes we have all faced and made. 
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WILTSHIRE
Ordnance House 
Youth Club , 
Tidworth

We stick together 
Loneliness was freedom then
Now changed forever
Jessica, Tidworth

Your freedom is free
Now captivity is gone
Do what you want now 
Chloe, Lugershall

That one unicorn
But they will always be lost 
That poor unicorn
Patrick, Tidworth

The fire fighter
The deadly arson it plans
Taking away life 
Lewis, Tidworth

>> ><
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WILTSHIRE
Pewsey Vale School

A heart full of hope 
And a mind with ambition
One killed by hatred
Niall, Burbage

Dreams fuel ambition
Until nightmares come to taunt
But dreams can come true
Alice, Wexcombe

We should all have rights 
Injustice, despair and go 
So now go go go. 
Ben, Pewsey

What he tried to do 
Was to change the world for you
Martin Luther King 
Charlie, Pewsey

>> ><

Pewsey Vale School, Year 10
An amazing day. I learnt so much. It made me 
look at life a different way. A quality day. I 
learnt a lot about important subjects in life.
. 
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WILTSHIRE
Pewsey Vale School

Change the vision game
Watch your vision change and 
change
Play it your own way
Harry, Bottlesford

I love the valley 
Writing is like a mountain 
Brings darkness to me
Anonymous, Pewsey

Why is it a dream 
Is it really what I dream
Can it really be? 
Shannon, Pewsey

I want respect now 
But disrespect follows me
Away from me now 
Anonymous, Pewsey

I want my dream to
I really want my dream to
My dream to come true
Owen, Pewsey

I dream to have rights
In a world darkened by light
Will it ever come? 
Ryan, Upavon

I dream of people
While I’m fast asleep at night
But can it be real? 
Katie, Rushall

I should feel so free
Yet I feel trapped here alone
Will someone save me? 
Courtney, Pewsey

Freedom is the best
But justice is better than best
Time will soon tell me 
Lee, Swindon 
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WILTSHIRE
Stage 65 Youth 
Theatre

I have my own dream 
The world should be full of peace
And to be equal 
Amber, Salisbury 

Dreams start off as seeds
But grow bigger and bigger
Till they are complete 
Amber, Salisbury 

I have my own dream 
Dreams and true thoughts and 
great beliefs
Martin Luther King 
Katy, Salisbury 

I have my own dream 
That justice will be right
That is my own dream 
Ellie, Redlynch

>> ><

Stage 65 Youth Theatre, Salisbury Playhouse
Inspirational and touchingly personal, relevant 
activities for identity as humankind to be able 
to change for the better. Never stop. Keep on 
fighting. Move to Salisbury! Live here and make 
us all as joyous as you are. 
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WILTSHIRE
Stage 65 Youth 
Theatre

Dreams aren’t instant things
We have to work hard for them
But we have much help
Millie, Ebbesbourne Wake 

Unity is us
Will never die and be lost
If we work as one 
Millie, Ebbesbourne Wake 

One day we will live
Together in peace and love
War’s just in the past 
Anonymous, Salisbury 

I have this feeling 
I feel I want to make peace
And love is the way 
Imogen, Salisbury 

Arrogance is the cause 
Equality is the dream
Through a pain shared
Jasmine, Shrewton

To me dreams are big
They are cool or maybe even scary
To me they are big
Emma, Gillingham 

Women worth the same
Seems obvious, does it not? 
Yet sexism reigns. 
Megan, Salisbury 

I dreamt I was
In a valley of tradition
An ocean of change coming 
Conal, Ringwood 

>> ><
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WILTSHIRE
Stage 65 Youth 
Theatre

I dream about things I love
Dreams can be helpful 
Determination, I know you
Kirsty, Ringwood 

My life has begun
Growing up and reaching high
What will make me fly? 
Iona, Salisbury 

It is a symbol
A dream of equality
A motivation 
Joseph, Salisbury 

To me a dream 
Is what I seek. I hope to
Cherish and love and keep
Niamh, Salisbury 

Don’t live in the past
Everyone deserves a dream
Start living your dream
Sophie, Salisbury 

Unfair rights stick fast
In souls of white creation
Against the colour of black 
Theo, Great Durnford

I have my own dream
That all music is appreciated
I have my own dream 
Anonymous, Salisbury 

I too have a dream
For a world of unity 
Both man and nature 
Torin, Salisbury 

>> ><
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WILTSHIRE
Stage 65 Youth 
Theatre

All to be equal 
Something that is so wanted
Yet not accepted
William, Salisbury

Support, passion, dream
Support equality and
Dream with a passion 
Katie, Salisbury 

Educate and learn. 
Envision what might become
Of your own future 
Katie, Salisbury 

Cause of our dreaming 
We walk forward, some alone
Yet all connected 
Laura, Salisbury 

I dream of changes
Different things around me
New things appearing 
Tom, Salisbury 

Freedom is a right
Dreams of freedom, justice
A right for freedom 
Chelsie, Amesbury

I have my own dream 
That life is fair
Emily, Salisbury 

I have a dream 
That world peace will reign 
Max, Wiltshire 

My role model is
Martin Luther king 
He was determined 
Alex, Salisbury 

A speech. A hope. A dream 
The dream of equality 
A dream of kindness
Friendship and equality 
We make it happen 
Adam, Salisbury 

>> ><
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WILTSHIRE
West Wilts 
Community Club

I abide in faith 
If you have faith surely you 
Maintain abiding 
Mavis, Wiltshire 

Freedom, change, oppression 
Opportunity removes restriction 
Ignorance creates segregation 
Knowledge is freedom 
Everisto, Trowbridge 

I pray for justice here 
I have hope for freedom soon 
My dream is to overcome sorrow 
Gwen, Trowbridge 

Martin Luther King 
Gave us hope for the future 
Freedom for mankind 
Yvonne, Chippenham 

Hope brings freedom now 
The light gives us confidence 
You must trust the light 
Lucy, Trowbridge 

>> ><

West Wilts Community Club
Fantastic! Particularly the singing! It was 
informative and an opportunity to explore some 
key issues of our time. 
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HAMPSHIRE
Forest Forge Youth 
Theatre 

Love will unify
Happiness is touchable 
Change will bring freedom 
Stacey, Ringwood 

I won’t change the world
It’s too big and doesn’t care
But neither do I.
Anon, Ringwood 

Change may seem sudden
But really its constant flow
Come on yes to change 
Anon, Ringwood 

Open mind for change
Love, support, every resort
Open mind for change
Robin, Ringwood 

>> ><

Forest Forge Youth Theatre
I have been thrown in at the deep end and 
thoroughly challenged, moved, educated and 
inspired. An absolutely incredible experience 
and I have loved every second. Thank you. . . 
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HAMPSHIRE
Forest Forge Youth 
Theatre

Do not be scared of
Do not be scared of future
Don’t cower away 
Charly, Ringwood

Change can be scary 
Change can be extraordinary
Change can make your life 
Gemma, Doulnes

Change is not easy
Put the spark back in my eye 
Change is not willing 
Anon, Ringwood 

You are free today
Open your wings and fly free
Live the life you want. 
Anon, Ringwood 

Nothing is final 
There will always be difference
Nothing is finished 
Suzanne, Ringwood 

I want to be brave 
Nothing will get in my way 
Of a goal of peace
Oliver, Ringwood 

Touched, taught, inspired
Rekindling of dreams, of hope
No step back, bright spark 
Finnian, Ringwood 

We matter to all 
We will always be much loved 
We are all equal 
Charlotte, Ringwood 

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Forest Forge Youth 
Theatre

One thing is certain,
The only thing constant is change
Make certain its right 
George, Ringwood

The door is open
Inside lies great things to come
Lets step through the door 
Kitty, Ringwood 

Life for not just one
Love should not be just for man
You must think we can 
Scarlet, Ringwood 

Tis pity we can’t
But I for one could adore
A world that is home
Susie, Ringwood 

I believe that life
Will always dictate your path
But you dictate life
Nancy, Ringwood 

What we still crave for
Is love, peace, unity, hope
For a new true world 
Adam, Ringwood 

Go forward as one
Drive towards equality
Let hope lead you there
Sam, Fordingbridge

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Nuffield Youth 
Theatre (8-10s)

I always have some hope
Dread is to be put away 
Believe in yourself 
Rosie, Shirley

I need to be free!
I keep feeling trapped 
Let’s change.
Millie, Wellow

Light brings me nice joy
Darkness brings no joy at all
And I live through light 
Lucy, Romsey

I’m full of bright hope
Let dread not bring me down now
And life will go on
Monica, Chandlers Ford 

>> ><

Nuffield Youth Theatre (8 – 10 year olds)
I enjoyed all of what we did and would do it 
again. Thanks for listening and being here!
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HAMPSHIRE
Nuffield Youth 
Theatre (8 – 10s)

I believe in hope 
I am scared of scary dread
Have love and don’t judge 
Thomas, Shirley 

Trapped in a death trap 
When freedom’s done, all is well 
We are loved now and ever
Amelia, Romsey

I am full of hope
But sometimes I’m full of dread
And now I am dead 
Tilly, Southampton

I often hope that 
Hopelessness will be done with
And everyman dream 
Anonymous

First there is great light 
Then the dark creeps in your mind 
Joy is a feeling
Mia, Warsash

Let us have freedom 
Because we feel so trapped, sad
Let us feel freedom 
Ellie, West Dean 

Now freedom will reign
Later freedom will be trapped
Lets help change later
Isla, Southampton 

Our time is right now
Life must change for the better 
Later is not ours quite yet
Matilda, Southampton 

Hope is what we need
Because dread will just not do 
Dream on in freedom 
Hannah, Shirley 

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Nuffield Youth 
Theatre (11- 13s)

We will climb valleys 
We will scale every mountain 
We will keep going 
Nathaniel, Lyndhurst 

Listen, their voices 
There is no need for silence 
Give them all your ear
Nancy, Southampton 

Why can’t we be free? 
Everyone deserves freedom 
Why aren’t we equal? 
Cecilia, Southampton 

Fun is life to me 
I hate life day by day now 
I love life by night 
Fraser, Southampton 

>> ><

Nuffield Youth Theatre (11 – 13 year olds)
Freedom of expression, and exploration of 
thought were both encouraged. A fantastic 
opportunity to realise dreams…
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HAMPSHIRE
Nuffield Youth 
Theatre (11- 13s)

We need to be free 
We’re not free; we are nothing 
Life is to live free 
Marianne, Southampton 

No one likes night mares
Everyone has a big dream 
They want to achieve 
Joni, Southampton 

We want happiness
Not to live miserably 
To live equally 
Will, Southampton 

I have had a dream 
But it turned to a nightmare
Now I am broken 
Poppy, Southampton

I had a dream about hope 
I saw that it was gone 
But then I remembered it 
Ryan, Bitterne

A life changing dream 
Became a frightful nightmare 
It soon became real
Lottie, Hamble

We all want world peace 
No slaughter of our own kind 
We can work as one 
Henry, Shirley 

We all plead for hope 
We all do not want despair 
We want happiness
Jacob, Southampton 

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Nuffield Youth 
Theatre (11-13s)

No one should be trapped,
No one should be left alone, 
Everyone should help. 
Isaac, Southampton 

Martin Luther King 
He wanted to change the world
Now he made us proud
Amara, Woolston

The sky is opaque
But when we open our eyes
It is crystal clear.
Harry, Southampton 

I have a vision 
Cloudiness surrounds it lots 
My vision prospers
Thandi, Zimbabwe

We want freedom now 
Not to be trapped in darkness
To live equally 
Romario, Southampton 

I have hope in me
But death is not an option 
So never give up
Ellie, Tatton 

There is always hope. 
We always have each other 
Even in despair. 
Abigail, Southampton 

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
The Proteans, 
Proteus Theatre

The black king is dead
Killed for fear of human rights
Long live Obama
Bryn, Basingstoke 

Martin had a dream 
Of multi coloured buses
So now – all aboard! 
Bryn, Basingstoke

From history of hate 
The fight for equality
Raised voice in song 
Jenni, Basingstoke 

Imagine and hope
Human beings all have hope 
Love hope and love life. 
Liam, Basingstoke 

Acceptance is a funny thing 
How can this happen in one day?
Toby, Basingstoke 

>> ><

The Proteans
Thank you all at Tangle! I had a really 
enjoyable, informative and inspiring evening, 
and found it valuable and uplifting. You give 
theatre companies a great name. . . 
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HAMPSHIRE
Proteus Youth 
Theatre

Soldiers have power
Fearsome, strong, hand holding
Courage and power
Patrick, Whitchurch 

Freedom is power
For freedom we will fight now
Freedom is a hope
Roxanne, Dummer

Martin Luther King
Built courage to help people 
Martin Luther King 
Elsie, Dummer

The men who walk proudly 
The women who walk do not care
The people who walk victoriously 
Poppy, Fleet 

>> ><

Proteus Youth Theatre 
Inspiring! You have the ability to change the 
way someone can think, and make them believe 
in themselves. . 
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HAMPSHIRE
Proteus Youth 
Theatre

I have hope and faith 
I am free, brave and have 
Power, I did this of you 
Sophie, Fleet 

Once he had a dream 
To give all people freedom
And care and forgive
Jennifer, Kingsclere

Was a brave soldier
Martin, a perseverer
Was a brave soldier 
Jasmine, Kempshott

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Stanmore Primary 
School, Winchester

Happiness, freedom, dreams
Concentration, happiness. 
Teamwork, friendship, dreams. 
Leo, Sleephill

Today is a dream 
Everyone is different
Everyone is amazing 
Obie, Winchester 

Different people everywhere 
Everyone is different 
Even disabled people 
Sam, Winchester 

Freedom shall come free 
For life does not cost money 
Though friendship is also free. 
Christian, Winchester

>> ><

Stanmore Primary School, Winchester 
I found this was an amazing experience and it 
was a fun way to learn about other cultures. It 
was very inspiring . 
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HAMPSHIRE
Stanmore Primary 
School, Winchester

Today is like dreams 
Today is happy and glad
I wish it would never end
Paul, Winchester 

Everyone be kind
Join as friendship together 
Everyone be kind
Portia, Chloe and Nathan

Dreams all in your mind 
Dreams in your imagination 
Dreams, so, so dreamful 
Camio, Winchester 

Today is a dream
Everyone is special to everyone
Today a dream
Tyler, Winchester

Today we have learned
How to dream and have friendship 
Including freedom 
Dylan, Winchester 

Dreams must be safe now
Dreams must be safe forever 
Dreams must be safe now 
Joseph and James, Winchester 

To live with dophins
That is my dream, to live again
To live with dolphins
Nancy, Winchester 

Always have some hope 
You always follow your dreams 
And you will go far 
Jessica and Maisie, Stanmore

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Stanmore Primary 
School, Winchester

Get all together 
Bring your imagination 
Let’s all have great dreams
Ren, Winchester 

We all have freedom 
Always have hope in yourself 
We all have a friend
Molly, Winchester

Freedom comes to me 
It’s from determination 
The light Follows me
Erin and Poppy, Winchester 

Always be hopeful 
Use imagination
Always be happy
Owin, Winchester

Freedom comes to me
When I have celebrations
The light shines bright
Amber, Winchester 

I will be happy now 
I will be happy all the time 
I will be happy now
Jamie, Winchester 

Dream, freedom, faith, friendship
Teamwork, shameful 
concentration 
Happy, joyful faith 
Dionton, Winchester 

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Stanmore Primary 
School, Winchester

You can form friendships 
You can dream whatever you 
want 
You can always hope 
Akib, Winchester 

You can make friendship 
We can share dreams with 
friendship 
You can make dreams
Macauley and Holly, Winchester 

Friendship respects dreams
Togetherness, kindness, now 
Hope, democracy. 
Leon, Winchester 

Dreams and friendship, fun 
Teamwork, creativity
Dreams and friendship, fun 
Mya, Winchester

Respect other people’s dreams 
And stick together forever
Be determined to do what you’ve 
got to do
And hope that your dreams will 
come true.
Rose, Otterbourne

>> ><
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HAMPSHIRE
Winnall Primary 
School, Winchester

An ocean of dreams 
Together through light and dark 
United as one
Jo, Winchester 

Freedom requires
Happiness, joy and kindness
Freedom is greatness 
Zac, Winchester 

Never walk alone
In the dark, bad things can 
happen
Unity is light.
Ricky, Winchester 

Stand on the mountain
Free equal equality
Stands on the mountain 
Jaiden, Winnal

>> ><

Winnall Primary School, Winchester 
It was fantastic because we had music and 
people from a different culture. It was mind 
blowing because they taught us to use new 
languages and ideas but it was fun too. 
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HAMPSHIRE
Winnall Primary 
School, Winchester

Justice and faith now 
Shameful and dark horrible 
Justice and faith now 
Sophie and Ellie, Winchester 

Freedom rights faith now 
March now for justice, faith 
Freedom rights faith now 
Jessica, Winnall

Freedom and justice 
We will dream our destiny
We will never give up 
Skye, Winnall

Freedom of life
We shall march on our own
The time has come
The dark ocean 
Maisie, Winnall

My name is Fabinenne
World peace and harmony is joyful 
Please keep it that way 
Fabienne, Winnall

Shout cheer Alex is here 
Sun and moon are different, 
opposite 
Like everyone else here 
Alex, Winnall

I have a dream now 
I have a dream of freedom 
I have a dream now 
Nathan, Winnall

Stand on the mountain
Now to the valley freedom 
Stand on the mountains 
Mara, Winnall
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Winnall Primary 
School, Winchester

I see justice now 
I march my way to justice 
I see justice now 
Hannah, Winnal

I see justice now. 
I’ve entered to ground valley 
speedway now
I went to the ocean 
Alfonso, Winchester 

People get freedom
Happiness united now 
Justice awakens
Gobind, Rupark

Freedom and justice 
We will dream our destiny 
We’ll never give up 
Tara, Winnall

I have time to waste
I have time to dream for freedom 
I have time to do. 
Lucy, Winnall
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DREAM NATION 

& Tangle

DREAM NATION was produced by Tangle in collaboration with Yinka 
Shonibare MBE (RA)’s Guest Projects Africa and South West 
England’s Partnership for Multi Racial Theatre, a consortium of 
arts organisations working together across the region to effect 
change around multi racial theatre. 

The project was conceived and  delivered by Tangle Company, our 
ensemble of actor-practitioners drawn from the best of England’s 
African-Caribbean theatre talent. Workshop practitioners were 
Segun Akingbola, Msimisi Dlamini, Dare Emmanuel, Tunji Falana, 
Sibusiso Mamba and Tonderai Munyevu . 

Tangle’s Artistic Director is Anna Coombs. The company’s 
Communications Associate is Debo Adebayo. Resident graphic 
designer is Iftkhar Rashid. Trainee Associate is Pascale Kasirabo.

www.tangleinternational.com

More about Tangle
TANGLE

@Tangleplays

info@tangleinternational.com
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